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MULTIPLE VIEWS OF VENUS: GEOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF SCA'ITERING LAW 
ANOMALIES. Jeffrey J. Plaut, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, MS 230-225, 4800 Oak Grove 
Drive, Pasadena, CA 9 1 109. 

The incidence angle of a radar observation (the angle between the impinging wave and the 
surface normal) can seriously affect the appearance of geologic surfaces in SAR image data. The 
behavior of backscatter cross section as a function of incidence angle (the scattering "law") 
provides insight into the textural and electrical properties of surfaces, from which geological 
inferences may be drawn. In this study, multiple incidence angle views of Venus, from 
Magellan's two global cycles and from the Goldstone Earth-based radar, are used to investigate 
the scattering properties of Venusian lava flows, volcanic domes, impact crater deposits and high 
reflectivity surfaces. 

Magellan Cycle 1 data were collected with a variable incidence angle strategy, with 
minimum angles of about 20° at high latitudes, to a maximum of 45O near the periapsis latitude 
100 N. A constant incidence angle of 250 was used during Cycle 2. Approximately 45% of the 
surface was imaged during both cycles. At low latitudes, this double coverage provides data at 
widely separated points on the scattering law. In addition, an 8-orbit test of stereo capabilities 
provided same-side multiple incidence angle data. The Earth-based Goldstone radar system 
employed very small incidence angles (0°-7O) to observe portions of the equatorial region [I]. At 
such small angles, backscatter strength is dominated by surface facets on the scale of multiples of 
the wavelength (12.6 cm for all data here), and by the intrinsic Fresnel reflectivity (a function of 
dielectric constant), while scattering at large angles is controlled primarily by diffuse-scale (sub- 
wavelength) roughness. Such considerations are useful for explaining the form of the scattering 
law for many Venusian surfaces, but some of the observed anomalies are not so easily explained. 

Backscatter variations in Magellan SAR images of lava flows can usually be ascribed to 
differences in small-scale roughness. The influence of such roughness is not expected to vary 
greatly between data acquired at 25O and 45O incidence. However, in the vicinity of Maat Mons, 
contrasts among lava flows are dramatically different when viewed by Magellan at those two 
angles. For example, adjacent flows at 3.6O N, 194.8O E have a reversed contrast relationship in 
the two data sets. The surface that appears brighter at 2S0 has a steep scattering law, while the 
surface that appears darker at 250 has a shallow, or nearly flat scattering law. A flat scattering 
law is consistent with an extremely rough, isotropically scattering surface, both from a theoretical 
standpoint, and from terrestrial analogue studies [2]. The steep scattering law of the brighter 
flow implies a srpoother surface, but the high absolute cross sections require enhanced dielectric 
constants. Emissivity measurements for the bright flow do indicate some dielectric enhancement, 
consistent with an increase in bulk density or the presence of a conducting mineral phase. 
Elsewhere in the Maat Mons area, complex contrast relationships and anomalous scattering laws 
are seen, which are not well-correlated with emissivity variations. Scattering on these surfaces 
may be affected by flow morphologies with unusual distributions of facets, not modelled by a 
diffuse or quasi-specular scattering mechanism. 
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Unusual contrast relationships among volcanic deposits in Navka Planitia are seen when 
Goldstone and Magellan images are compared [3]. For example, a 70 km diameter dome at 3.00 
S, 313.50 E shows minimal contrast with an adjacent flow to the south in Magellan SAR data 
(both are relatively dark), while the contrast of the same surfaces in Goldstone data spans nearly 
the entire dynamic range, with the dome appearing extremely dark. The strong correlation of 
Goldstone backscatter and Magellan reflectivity data on these surfaces indicates that dielectric 
effects dominate the Goldstone signatures. The dome materials are most likely of low density 
and relatively smooth at the 12 cm scale. Possible deposits include fine-grained tephra, or highly 
vesicular lavas with smooth upper surfaces. 

Four low-emissivity parabolic crater-related features [4,5] were imaged by the Goldstone 
system. One of these features is associated with Nadine crater (18 km diameter), just north of 
Heng-0 Corona. In Goldstone data, the feature is significantly brighter than the surroundings. 
Details of the feature's boundaries and internal structure are well-correlated among Goldstone 
backscatter, Magellan emissivity and Magellan reflectivty data sets, but are not well-expressed in 
Magellan SAR data. These relationships suggest that dielectric effects again are controlling the 
signature in Goldstone data. Cementation of previously loose soil materials may be responsible 
for the increased dielectric constant, but the common association of wind streaks and parabola 
structures implies the continued presence of loose material, and may require that an electrically 
conducting mineral phase be present. 

High elevation, enhanced reflectivity surfaces [6] were observed by Magellan at multiple 
incidence angles in Ovda, Atla and Beta Regiones. Preliminary analysis of the Ovda area 
indicates that the reflective surfaces are less prominent in the SAR data when viewed at small 
incidence angles. This corresponds to a flatter scattering law than the surroundings, which in the 
case of the Ovda area may simply be a roughness effect on actively eroding hilltops. High 
reflectivity lava flows on the SW flank of Maat Mons have relatively steep scattering laws. 
Interestingly, some of these flows retain both their high reflectivity and steep scattering laws at 
lower elevations, suggesting possible transport of reflective materials during lava flow 
emplacement. 
[This work was conducted at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, 
under contract with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.] 
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